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Abstract

Introduction

The use of technology has increased tremendously,
by means of more reliable, smaller, more accessible and
specially more user-friendly devices, which provide
a wider range of features, and promote significant
benefits for the population and health professionals.
It is in this context that monitors and apps for heart
rate (HR) measurement have emerged. HR is a clinical
vital sign of diagnostic and prognostic importance.
In response to body movement, HR tends to increase,
in a direct relationship with the intensity of exercise.
HR was primarily measured by the count of arterial
pulse, and recently, HR can be precisely measured by
monitors, bracelets and smartphone apps capable to
perform real-time measurements and storage of data.
This paper aimed to make a brief and updated review
on the theme, providing a broader view of advantages
and limitations of these resources for HR measurement in
exercise. HR monitors and apps use basically two types
of technology, optical sensor (photoplethysmography)
and electrical signal from the heart. In general, these
devices have shown good accuracy in measuring HR and
HR variability at rest, but there are differences between
brands and models considering the type, mode and
intensity of exercise. HR measurements by monitors and
smartphone apps are simple, accessible and may help
cardiologists in the monitoring of the intensity of aerobic
exercise, focusing on health promotion and on primary
and secondary prevention of cardiovascular diseases.

The use of technology in health has exponentially
increased, fostering the use of monitors and mobile apps
for heart rate (HR) measurement. Recent equipment and
resources for HR monitoring are better, more accurate,
more compact, cheaper and more user-friendly, and
provide a wider range of features and greater recording
and storage capacity. Therefore, be it in-person or via
telemedicine, these technologies have the potential to
generate benefits to the population and to facilitate and
be a complement to medical services.1
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HR is the most important vital sign; it is one of the
most remote indicator of health since early civilizations.2
The assessment of HR can be clinically used in case of
suspected pulmonary embolism and acute infections.3 HR
is expressed as beats per minute (bpm), and is modulated
by autonomic nervous system.4 From a clinical and
epidemiological point of view, life expectancy seems to
be inversely correlated with HR at rest and positively
correlated with maximum heart rate during exercise,
magnitude of HR decrease after exercise, and the
combination of these three variables, as assessed by HR
gradient during exercise, proposed by Brazilian authors.5
In response to body movement, HR tends to rise,
causing an increase in cardiac output, and transport of
oxygen and substrates to the tissues, and removal of CO2
and wastes from them.2 In maximal incremental exercise,
HR tends to gradually increase until its maximum
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value. Maximum HR, measured by laboratory and field
tests, or estimated by predictive equations, tend to be
linearly attenuated with ageing,6 especially after the
age of 35 years.7 There are many predictive equations
for maximum HR in aging. The equation: maximum
HR = 208 – 0.7 x age (years) was validated in a Brazilian
population.8 However, the margin of error is quite large,
and easily exceeds at any given age and in 5% or more
of the individuals.
Therefore, when using HR as a tool for the assessment
and prescription of exercise, it should be directly
measured from an individual rather than predicted by
equations.8 Measured maximum HR can then be used
to define, in a better and more precise way, the range of
intensity of an exercise training program.9
However, despite its importance in clinical practice
and in exercise prescription and monitoring, there are
no standardized guidelines to measure HR.10 On the
other hand, recent technological advances have made
HR measurement more accessible and popular due
to high availability of monitors, armbands, and even
smartphone apps. 2,3 Since 2012, more than 30 new
products for HR measurement have been launched,11
and this number tends to increase. In this regard, this
paper presents a brief and updated overview about the
use of devices and monitors for HR measurement in
exercise and in clinical cardiology.

HR in exercise and sports: a brief contextualization
Resting condition
Resting HR is often used as an indicator of
cardiorespiratory or aerobic fitness. Cross sectional
studies have shown that cardiorespiratory fitness is
inversely related to resting HR in adolescents,12 adults,13
and elderly.14 In untrained women, aerobic training
reduced resting HR regardless of age (< 41 or 41-60
years) of participants or duration of intervention they
were exposed to (< 3, 4-6 or > 6 months).15 Although this
association may be attributed, at least in part, to increased
resting cardiac vagal activity, 16 electrophysiologic
changes intrinsic to the sinus node may also occur in
many physically trained individuals.17

negatively influences performance.18 In practical terms,
it is important to identify this phenomenon, since HR
tends to increase with prolonged effort performed at the
same level, particularly if sustained for 30 minutes or
longer or under unfavorable thermal conditions.19 Two
hypotheses have been suggested for this phenomenon,
which involves an increase in HR associated with a
reduction in systolic volume. First, dehydration has
been proposed as the mechanism responsible for blood
volume reduction, leading to impaired venous return
and reduced end-diastolic volume and, consequently
reduced systolic volume (Figure 1). In this process,
cardiac output would depend on increased HR.20 More
recently, Coyle and Gonzáles-Alonso21 proposed a
inverse pathway, in which HR acceleration would limit
the time for determination of the end-diastolic volume,
resulting in lower systolic volume. In fact, during
prolonged exercise, it is possible that HR increases
regardless of variations in exercise intensity. Monitoring
of HR during exercise facilitates the control of exercise
intensity and maintenance of performance.

Maximal exercise
During incremental maximal exercise, HR increases
in response to gradual decrease in cardiac vagal activity
until its complete suppression at peak effort, at the same
time that adrenergic stimulation becomes the protagonist
of autonomic control of HR.23 Maximal HR is limited by
hypoxia, regardless of age and sex, but this reduction is
more evident in individuals with lower cardiorespiratory
fitness.24 Nevertheless, a limitation to physiological
increase in HR in response to increased activity is known
as chronotropic incompetence.25 This may also result from
a late response of HR acceleration, instability or lowered
response to exercise intensity.26
Considering that the increment in HR is the main
responsible for the increase in cardiac output and thus
for the possibility of performing an aerobic exercise,25
the chronotropic incompetence turns out to be a
restrictive factor to exercise performance, as in some
patients with heart failure, 27 and is associated with
increased mortality risk.28

Post-exercise recovery
Cardiovascular drift
The balance between cardiac output and oxygen
requirement during exercise may require a cardiovascular
adjustment known as cardiovascular drift, which

Post-exercise HR recovery, or decrement, is the
difference between HR at the end of exercise (maximal
or submaximal) and HR at 1 minute or 2-5 minutes
after exercise, and is similar in men and women.29
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Figure 1 - Hypothetical example of heart rate variation in response to prolonged, constant-load aerobic exercise and dehydration.
Even at constant exercise intensity, heart rate varies throughout the first two minutes of exercise, and the steady state is affected by
dehydration, with an increase in heart rate. Adapted from Chagas et al.22 and Araújo.19

Epidemiological data have shown that a slight decrease
in HR after exercise represents an increased risk of
mortality.30,31 However, although HR recovery tends to be
faster in men and women with higher maximal VO2, there
is a weak association between these two physiological
variables, where regression model explains no more that
11% of HR variation.32 The association between initial
and final transient periods of HR recovery is not strong
either.33 On the other hand, analysis of post-exercise HR
recovery may contribute to the identification of athletes
of different sports with favorable autonomous nervous
system adaptive changes.34

History of HR measurement in exercise
Palpating arteries or auscultating the heart
The simplest and most original way to measure HR
is to palpate the arteries, and the most commonly used
for this purpose are the radial, the common carotid and
the superficial temporal arteries. The time of palpation
may vary from 6 to 60 seconds, but it is important
to highlight that the shorter the time, the greater the

error, since the number of heartbeats is multiplied by a
factor to obtain the number of heartbeats in one minute.
For example, if the time of palpation was 6 seconds,
the number of heartbeats is multiplied by 10 and the
multiplier represents the margin of error. 35 On the
other hand, a longer measurement time, or closer to 60
seconds, has lower margin of error but is more susceptible
to autonomic modulation and other disturbances or
artifacts, especially during or after exercise (Figure 2).4

Monitors
Obviously, it would be necessary something more
efficient operationally, without stopping the run or
other exercise to obtain a real-time measurement of HR,
without mathematical calculations. The first devices had
old technology optical sensors; the first versions were
composed of wires connected to the panel of treadmills
or similar devices, with sensors fixed under pressure
on the digital pulp surface or the ear lobe, which were
extremely sensitive to body motion during exercise.
Thus, HR measures obtained by this method had low
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Figure 2 - Theoretical model of heart rate response after exercise, modulated by cardiac vagal reactivation during 30 seconds of digital
palpation. We can see the widening of the time between the systoles (RR intervals at electrocardiography) at the end, and at 15
seconds and 30 seconds after exercise.

accuracy and reliability. Also, not rarely, the sensor was
removed from the ear lobe during exercise because of
a wider movement of the arms for example, affecting
HR monitoring.
In the early 1970’s, an exercise physiologist and future
swimming coach, Dr. Robert Treffene, developed a
handheld monitor with wires and electrodes that could
be used by the coach outside the pool to check the HR
of swimmers as soon as they stopped at the pool wall.35
At the end of the same decade, Professor Seppo
Säynäjäkangas invented a HR monitor for Finland’s
national cross-country ski team to use while training.
In 1977, he founded the Polar Electro Oy®, a pioneer
company in this field, based in Kempele, Finland. Only
six years later, the first HR monitor became commercially
available, the Polar Sport Tester PE 2000,35 that could be
used by athletes and practitioners who wanted to obtain
a more accurate HR measurement to adjust their training
load.36 Due to modern technology, there are several
brands and models of HR monitors available nowadays,
with more sophisticated features, including higher
memory capacity, stopwatches, time and pace alarms,
estimator of energy expenditure, GPS, among others.

Mobile apps
In the study by Lee et al.,37 the authors reported that
HR monitors could be expensive and, therefore, not
accessible to patients. In addition, HR monitors worn
with elastic bands could cause discomfort and limit a
wider use of these devices.

Therefore, considering the increasing use of
smartphones in Brazil and in the world, mobile apps
for HR measurement seem to be very interesting. The
technology required to detect cardiac chronotropy
encompasses from photoplethysmography (PPG)
via smartphone cameras 38 to accessories, including
smartphone cases containing ECG sensors.39 Therefore,
mobile apps (and often associated watches and
monitors) are capable not only to measure the HR but
also to identify arrhythmias, such as atrial fibrillation.40
However, Coppetti et al. 41 pointed out possible
differences between HR measured by contact and noncontact PPG. The authors showed that non-contact PPGbased apps can show relatively high margin of errors (7
to 8 bpm), compared with errors varying from 2 to 4 of
contact PPG-based apps.

Heart rate monitors
What is a HR monitor?
HR monitor is a device that allows the measurement
and display of real-time HR data and, depending on
the model, storage of data for posterior analysis. HR
monitors have been widely used not only to evaluate
aerobic performance but also to monitor the intensity of
predominantly aerobic exercises. The monitors contain
an elastic band with contact sensors (electrodes) that
detect cardiac electrical activity (systoles) and send it to
a receptor via radio waves,42 or optical sensors (PPG).
Today, there are many models and brands of HR monitors
available in the market, providing different features, from
those with time of exercise and HR measurement on
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the display, until more sophisticated ones, that include
GPS and performance indexes, such as pace, average
pace throughout the route, cadence, among others. GPS
devices obtain components that give external training
loads greater importance, as well as wider diversity of
measurements. Altimeters, gyroscopes, magnetometers,
accelerometers, and inclinometers provide real-time
information regarding direction, amount of G-force, and
vectors of force, allowing a precise control of variables
that help to make better decisions.
Detection of HR by HR monitors occurs primarily
by two types of technology, optical sensor (PPG) and
ECG. While ECG-based HR monitors work with a chest
strap (Figure 3), PPG-based monitors are wrist devices,
although optical sensors have been adapted to products
worn in other parts of the body, such as headphones, arm
straps and even headbands.43

Precision and accuracy of heart rate measurements
using HR monitors and apps
Cadmus-Bertram et al.44 highlighted the need of
health professionals and general population to know
the accuracy of HR monitors and apps for correct use
of the devices. The authors recognized the difficulties
inherent to the validation of these tools. In addition,
with the rapid development of technology, there are
many recent publications on HR devices that may have
already been outperformed by others,41 notably in terms
of updating of algorithms that are not well explained,
i.e. it is unclear how HR measurement shown on the
display was actually determined (sample frequency).

HR monitors and apps in exercise

Besides, from an operational standpoint, it is not feasible
to perform a comprehensive validation of all these
devices considering all their possible applications. In
this context, Cadmus-Bertram et al.45 reported that PPGbased HR monitors are accurate to measure HR at rest,
but not during exercise. Also, Singh and Sittig46 reported
discrepancies in the measurements of both resting and
post-exercise HR (walking and running) obtained by a
HR monitor as compared with a control measurement,
indicating that the device being tested lost signal when
HR was over 140 bpm. Although this is not a concern for
most users of HR monitors and apps, and these devices
do provide good and precise measurements for daily
life application, clinical cardiologists should be aware
that the measurements displayed by these devices may
not be accurate.
Similar results were observed by Boudreaux et al.,47
who compared eight different models/brands of HR
monitors with a gold-standard method, a six-lead ECG
measurement in resting conditions, during aerobic
exercise of different intensity and resistance exercise.
Although all monitors tested had good validity at rest,
only three showed good accuracy (r ≥ 0,75) – the Apple
Watch Series 2, the Polar H7 and the Bose SoundSport
Pulse, highlighting that the last two did not have a
wristwatch. The higher the exercise intensity, the lower
the accuracy of the measurement, with a tendency of
an underestimation of HR, in both aerobic and circuit
resistance exercise. In addition, some of the monitors
did not measure the HR in real time, with a 3-5 second
delay. This is evident since HR tends to increase slightly

Figure 3 - Basic structural components of a radio telemetry heart rate monitor.
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in the first five seconds after a very high-intensity
exercise, different from what is physiological and
precisely identified by an objective measurement of RR
intervals at ECG.48
Horton et al. 49 showed that the Polar M600 is
validated for HR measurements in aerobic exercises,
such as cycling, walking, jogging and running, but only
during steady-state exercise, i.e., with relatively constant
intensity. However, HR responses to circuit resistance
exercise were, again, underestimated. Other models
such as the Apple Watch 1 and the FitBit Charge HR
were also shown to be able to measure HR properly,50,51
whereas the Garmin Forerunner 225 overestimated HR
measurements during low-to-moderate walking and
jogging on a treadmill, but obtained HR measurements
similar to reference values during high-intensity
exercise.51 The authors suggested that this could be
explained by the fact that the Garmin Forerunner 225
had been developed for running, and not for walking
exercise. It is also possible that technical difficulties are
even higher in other types of aerobic exercises, such as
swimming and rowing.
The findings described in this section should
be interpreted with caution, and at least in part,
considered in the context of clinical practice. For some
measurements, although some statistical differences were
observed between the HR monitor and ECG, they may
not influence the reliability of monitors, since absolute
differences were not greater than 2 bpm. In addition,
the device settings should be not be ignored to avoid
measurement errors.52 Therefore, in general, HR monitors
may be considered sufficiently accurate to be used during
physical exercise for most individuals and most daily
life conditions.

Main applications in exercise
Common situations in exercise
There are many situations where a real-time recording
of the HR favors the control of the exercise intensity
proposed. This is somewhat commonly seen at gyms,
physical activity centers or even in outdoor settings.
For example, Eddolls et al.53 suggested high-intensity
interval training (known as HIIT) to children and
adolescents, based on an intensity higher than 90% of
maximum HR for improvement of health indicators.
Although this exercise modality includes recovery
intervals, these intervals are not sufficient to perform
HR measurement, be it by palpation or auscultation.

In this context, the HR monitor provides an immediate
feedback that facilitates the maintenance of exercise
intensity within pre-established ranges.
In resistance exercises, the use of HR monitors is less
frequent. However, Latella et al.54 suggested that the
establishment of recovery time between sets based on
HR responses may be one of the most effective strategies
to optimize the results. During circuit resistance
training, HR tends to be maintained at higher levels
due to its shorter and more active intervals. Alcaraz et
al.,55 though, did not find differences in performance
(repetition maximum and muscle power) between
high-intensity resistance circuit training and traditional
strength training. HR values registered (Polar S625X
monitor) at the end of each exercise bout were similar
between the two types of exercises, although decrease
of HR was greater in intervals between the sessions of
traditional training.
Barbosa-Netto et al.56 observed that, although the
magnitude of HR responses depends on the intensity
of exercise, HR kinetics was similar throughout a 10
repetitions set, with rapid acceleration in the first 10
seconds and attenuation in the last five seconds, followed
by rapid recovery at the end of the last repetition. In
these studies, HR monitor allowed the identification
of responses that were easily obtained and interpreted.

Field conditions and team monitoring
The systematization of HR monitoring in trainings
and games started in 1990 with soccer players. This
strategy has been very effective in establishing training
loads and compare them to physiological responses
obtained during official matches and competitions.
Also, it has helped the monitoring of the intensity of
the training sessions (Figure 4). HR measurements were
carried out using chest straps and wrist-based monitors
during physical trainings, whereas in technical and
tactical training and games, the signal was transmitted
by telemetry, since according to the rules of the sport
modality, players are not allow to wear wrist watches,
rings, earrings and bracelets. The obvious reason for
that was to allow the players to be as free as possible to
move, and to be focused on the main goal of the training.
Members of the coaching staff started to monitor players'
HR in order to make adjustments in the intensity of the
training and performance of matches.
Computers and tablets have become crucial
instruments of biofeedback, comparably to chest straps.
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Figure 4 - Monitoring of heart rate in professional soccer players in a maximal incremental treadmill exercise test (November 2018 –
end of season) and in specific soccer-related activities (training and official matches) in January, February and March 2019 (Bottino,
unpublished data); HR: heart rate; CPET: cardiopulmonary exercise test.

However, it was only in 2003, during the 8th annual
congress of the European College of Sports Science held
in Salzburg, Austria, that HR monitoring became one of
the most important variables on internal load control,57
and the concepts of acute and chronic loads regarding
stimuli and consequent adaptations emerged (Figure 5).
It is important to mention that, among all objective
variables of exercise intensity, HR is, so far, the only
variable that enables a real-time measurement and
analysis. The other variables (hormones, metabolites,
thermography etc.) require an interruption or ending
of activity, training session or game for data collection
and analysis.58 Consequently, a new generation of GPS
(and one of the leading brand in the area), is at final
testing stage to incorporate HR measurement as one
of its components.59 This will allow an even closer
integration of information with HR as a variable of
training/game total load.
In field conditions, the use of apps that analyze HR
alone may face some operational limitations. The signal
coverage range is still small (approximately 60 m), which
is very limited considering the official soccer field size.

In addition, storage capacity is limited in the absence
of available Bluetooth connection. This is a common
situation when the team goes to the dressing rooms
and become practically isolated in a Faraday shield due
to the metallic structures of the beams and cladding of
the facilities. Such interruption in signal transmission
results in a nearly 15 minutes of recording loss, which
could affect the information about the athletes’ level of
recovery after exercise.
This special limitation regarding Bluetooth
communication does not occur when the signal is
transmitted from the chest strap to the GPS, since the
distance between these components is less than one
meter. From the GPS unit, the signal is transmitted to
external antennas in the field and then to satellites.
Besides, GPS devices have enough storage capacity and,
in case of signal loss during the match, the HR data can
be recovered for further analysis.

Potential clinical applications
Considering that some of the HR monitors have a
large sample rate and large capacity of data storage, it
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Figure 5 - Theoretical model of the sports training process. Adapted from Impellizzeri et al.57

became easy to obtain instantaneous HR by measuring
the duration of each cardiac cycle or the RR-interval.
Therefore, these devices allowed the collection of data for
analysis of both cardiac rhythm and changes of HR in short
intervals and HR variability by mathematical techniques.

Detection of cardiac arrhythmias
Cardiac arrhythmias may occur without symptoms
and thus, may not be perceived by the patients. This is
common in clinically relevant arrhythmias. Thus, with
the advent of digital technology, which facilitates realtime recording and storage of a great amount of data, and
allows a fast, efficient transmission and even distance and

real-time monitoring, there has been a growing interest in
the use of monitors (some of them in the form of watches)
and mobile apps for HR reading.
This subject was initially discussed in case reports,60,61
small studies,62,63 and data series, and more recently has
been studied in epidemiological investigations including
huge samples, 64 that have benefited from machine
learning and big data strategies. However, it is not the
aim of this brief review to present a deeper discussion
about this interesting theme.
It is worth noting that, due to a fast and encouraging
progress, the possibility to correctly diagnose arrhythmias
using monitors and smartphone apps has become more
and more a reality in Cardiology.65 Also, very soon, with
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the improvement of algorithms, it will be possible to
correctly detect artifacts and interferences, and thereby
the rate of false negative and false positive diagnosis
will tend to zero. At that time, these devices will be
safely and reliably used in routine clinical practice and
become a quality standard. But for now, the detection
and recording of apparently abnormal HR values (higher
or lower) particularly in high-intensity exercise, deserve
careful, weighed, but not alarming consideration. This is
even more relevant for asymptomatic, apparently healthy
athletes and practitioners with a low cardiovascular risk.66

HR variability
As above mentioned, the large storage capacity of HR
monitors has facilitated the measurement of instantaneous
HR, i.e., of each cardiac cycle or the RR-interval, and
thereby enabling the acquisition of data for analysis of HR
variability using mathematical techniques.67
One of the main contributions of exercise science
about this topic occurred at the end of the 20th century.
Lima and Kiss68 proposed an indirect determination of
lactate threshold by analysis of HR variability during
maximal incremental exercise test. The physiological
assumptions supporting this idea was based on the
inverse relationship between parasympathetic autonomic
activity and intensity of exercise.23 The authors used a
HR monitor Polar NV Vantage (subsequently updated
by the manufacturer as S810i, RS800, V800 and currently
Vantage V). HR variability was defined as the mean of six
measurements (taken every ten seconds) of the variation
in consecutive RR intervals. The HR variability threshold
was reached when the mean of the six measurements was
lower than 3 ms. This point was validated by the curve
of blood lactate accumulation and corresponded to the
lactate threshold.
Paschoa et al.69 evaluated HR kinetics during resistance
exercise (unilateral leg extension) and observed a marked
decrease of HR variability during exercise, even the
shorter ones, with a fast recovery after exercise. More
recently, Barbosa-Neto et al.56 showed that such HR
variability response does not depend on exercise load.
Similar RR-interval curves were found throughout the
exercise performed at 50%, 80% and 100% of the load for
10 repetition maximum. Exercise cadence was controlled
by a metronome, and thus all participants performed the
repetitions (10 repetitions) in 15 seconds. Both studies
used the Polar S810i monitor and performed the analysis
of RR intervals.

HR monitors and apps in exercise

Two recent systematic reviews showed that these
portable devices have an acceptable margin of error70
and provide reliable and reproducible HR variability
measurements.11 Therefore, they can be used for clinical
and research purposes, especially considering its costbenefit relationship.70

Four-second exercise test (T4s)
Finally, another clinical application of HR measurement
during exercise is the assessment of cardiac vagal tone.
Considering that the rise in HR in the first four seconds of
fast movement of the lower or upper limbs,71 be it active
or passive72 depends solely on removal of vagal tone,
Araújo et al.73,74 proposed the T4s. Briefly, the test consist
in pedaling as fast as possible and without resistance a
cycle ergometer from the fifth to the eighth second of a
12-second maximal inspiratory apnea. The quantification
of the cardiac vagal index is determined by the ratio of
two RR-intervals registered in the ECG: the longest RRinterval before exercise and the shortest RR-interval during
exercise, which can be cycling73,75,76 or stationary running.77
Recent studies have tested whether HR monitors could be
used to determine this index and shown that HR monitor
can be used as a surrogate for ECG to determine the cardiac
vagal tone in the T4s using a cycle ergometer,78 but not in
the T4s performed in orthostatic position.79

Conclusions
In summary, there is a wide range of monitors and
smartphone apps to measure HR. The choice of the brand
and model should be made based on the purpose of its
use. Also, it is fundamental to know how to set up the
device for personal, clinical or research purpose. These
pieces of equipment may be helpful in the monitoring
of the intensity of many types of exercises, and thereby
increase the safety and efficacy of a physical exercise
or sports training program. In addition, HR monitor
devices and apps are in rapid development and would
ultimately be useful in the detection of stress-induced
cardiac arrhythmias and in the management and followup of physically active patients.
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